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31/44 Architects’ highly bespoke home for its architect owner and family sits on what was a 
large side garden in Crystal Palace, south east London. From a distance the brick structure 
sits comfortably alongside its neighbours, but as you approach and enter, a personality rich 
in architectural character is revealed - the synthesis of eclectic fragments of architecture: 
borrowed details of the house next door, abstract references to places visited, shared family 
trips, buildings appreciated and memories of houses inhabited over the years. The house 
twists and steps to make the most of its sloping trapezoidal site. Internally, the result is a 
series of intimate spaces over three floors, with multiple views between, across and through, 
that create a sense of spaciousness despite the modest size of the rooms. 
 
Conceived as part-farmhouse and part-California Case Study House, Six Columns captures 
the optimistic spirit of post-war American experiments in housing and, in its construction 
detail, the directness of 1950s British architecture. Though discreet and considerate of its 
setting, the house is not meek in character or detail. Sited within a previously undeveloped 
side-garden featuring a large, protected sycamore tree, the plan addressed the constraints 
of the site: following the existing pattern of the street, the house steps forwards and twists 
to resolve a change in the character of the boundaries, while accommodating the tree to 
the rear. Two gardens have been created, divided by a light-filled kitchen and living space. 
A stepping brickwork wall, ‘rustication’ and ‘pilasters’, and a green marble panel creates 
a formal but inviting street elevation which captures memories of buildings visited from 
Denmark to Barcelona via Milan. The composition makes a positive contribution to the 
street, adding detail and a sense of civic luxury to the entrance area, whilst illustrating 
31/44’s tenet that all houses should contribute to the city, offering more than the individual 
expressions of the occupants.

The house continues to evolve since practical completion in 2021; the ethos behind the 
design is that it will always remain unfinished, its interiors a loose fit that can adjust to 
future requirements and tastes. Simply finished bespoke joinery allows for easy adaptation 
over time. Paint finishes and high embodied carbon plastering have been eschewed, while 
oiled, unpainted pine has been used for many of the fittings and joinery, with details inspired 
by Enzo Mari’s self-design furniture project, Autoprogettazione, and early modern joinery by 
Le Corbusier. A Brutalist approach of exposed, self-finished materials on the ground floor 
includes painted brick, spruce panelling and a concrete frame - with joinery subdividing the 
spaces.

Six Columns’ form and layout have created bright, warm living spaces while preserving 
privacy and mitigating summer solar heat gain. The house prioritises shared spaces for 
gathering, and minimises individual sleeping spaces and corridors, employing a deliberate 
strategy to complement contained rooms with more open areas.
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From the entrance hall, a junction with stepped level changes, views extend through the 
kitchen and living space into the gardens; a bedroom and family room are hidden from 
view. The restrained palette and timber joinery of the ground floor continue up to the two 
bedrooms and bathroom on the first floor; playful outsized steps lead to an open loft and 
bedroom on the second floor.

Structurally the house avoids the use of concrete piled foundations and sits on a series of 
steel screw piles positioned to avoid major tree roots. The ground floor features exposed 
brickwork and a concrete frame with joinery subdividing the spaces; a small number of 
concrete beams allows for wide openings to the two gardens and internal flexibility of layout. 
Upstairs the internal masonry is replaced with a timber frame with open loft volumes. All 
timber spans were carefully arranged to design out the need for structural steel.

Externally, the house is constructed of a brickwork outer leaf with concrete beams with the 
eaves and roof edges built from timber clad with lightweight 6mm cement board. The tight 
joints give the appearance of heavy lids and components: a strategy for visual weight, if not 
literal weight, and a significant reduction in the use of carbon-heavy concrete. 

The house is fully electric. An air-source heat pump fulfils all heating and hot water 
requirements, supported by triple-glazing where possible and underfloor heating largely 
within tiled floors. Ventilation follows traditional principles – a roof light within a double-
height first-floor space facilitates passive stack air movement, keeping the house cooler in 
the summer. During construction in 2020 the upfront carbon consumption of Six Columns 
(436 kgCO2eq/m2) exceeded the targets of the LETI Guide and is a milestone for the 
practice in working towards the 2030 targets (300 kgCO2eq/m2). In actual performance 
the house produces 1.78 tonnes of CO2/year compared to the standard home of 6 tonnes/
year. Through post-completion analysis it functions as a test model for reducing the carbon 
footprint of future projects. 

The whole house wraps around two rear gardens with distinct characters: a low maintenance 
west facing rainwater garden, which brings evening light into the kitchen, living room and 
ground floor bedroom, and a south facing terrace, accessed directly from the kitchen which 
is planted as a drought-resistant garden rich in insect-friendly planting. As a former garden 
plot, achieving consent for the site was contingent on a robust strategy for the preservation 
and future enhancement of the existing landscape. The positioning of the house, the levels of 
its ground floor structural slabs, the choice and design of foundations and the consideration 
of the provision of rainwater - which is channelled from the roof into a water butt with 
overspill into the rainwater garden so that run-off is managed on site - have been central to 
the Six Column’s design, form and eventual use. 

Will Burges, Director, 31/44 Architects said:
“Designing a home for your own family is both tantalising and terrifying - particularly if 
taken as a definitive statement of your interests and knowledge. I wasn't comfortable with 
this sense of closure; houses need to evolve and grow, in simple and sometimes even radical 
ways and they also need to be useful, with the potential to change as your needs change. 
We always envisaged that Six Columns would be an ongoing project, without a prescribed 
endpoint. As architects, we arrive at buildings through diverse experiences of architecture 
throughout life, and this house is no exception but the references influencing this house are 
more personal - from childhood memories of holidays, student visits to remarkable houses 
such as Turn End in Haddenham, architectural excursions around the globe with students, 
and more recent family trips.”
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NOTES TO EDITORS

 
Address:   29A Dulwich Wood Avenue, London SE19 1HG
Construction cost:   £490,000 
GIA:   1640² 
Client:   Will Burges 
Architect:   31/44 Architects
Structural engineer:   Price & Myers 
Contractor:   Altlant Construction 
Landscape Architects:    Aarde 
Photographer:   © Nick Dearden

31/44 Architects was founded in 2010 by Will Burges and Stephen Davies. The practice is 
based in London with an office in Nantes, France led by Benoit Sanson. 

31/44 makes architecture that sits comfortably in the fabric of the city by connecting to the 
historic, cultural, spatial and material qualities of a place. New buildings are introduced to 
their setting with care and consideration, making a positive contribution to the environment. 
The practice also teaches a postgraduate studio at Kingston School of Art and Architecture. 
This constant articulation of ideas, observations, and proposals is an essential discipline 
which informs and helps to define the practice’s approach.  

31/44 has been recognised with a number of awards including: The Manser Medal, 
RIBA National and Regional Awards, and a nomination for the European Union Prize for 
Contemporary Architecture Mies van der Rohe Award.

31/44’s buildings have been widely published nationally and internationally. Their projects 
have been exhibited in London, Dublin, Paris, Brussels, Berlin, Dusseldorf, Vienna and Oslo.

www.3144architects.com
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